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Phase-stabilized ultrafast
lasers signal new era
in measurement
and research

The 2005 Nobet Prize in Physics highlights the
combination of optical frequency combs and
precision spectroscopy for tests of basic physics.
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he developmentof short-pulse lasers has progressed steadilyover the past 30 years, and
during the 1990s the search forbetter techniques and materials to generateevershorter
pulses deliveredKen-lens rnodelocked Ti:sapphire lasers as the systemof choke for many applications. I
With the broadest gain bandwidth of any conventional
lasing material, Ti:sapphire can support the oscillationof
millions of coherently relatedfrequencies. In a modelocked
laser.the cavity modes havea fixed phase relationshipand
add together coherently such that the Pourler superposition
resultsin a very strong amplitude modulation of the optical
carrier wave. With sufficiently broad gain bandwidth, this
modulation is so strong that all of the light waves add up
constructivelyfor time periods on the order of a few femtosecond". The resultlngultrashort pulsesrepeal at a periodic
interval determined by the roundtrip travel time of the pulses inside the laser cavity-typically I to 20 ns (seeFig. 1),
Becauseall of the energy in the light wavesis concentrated in such a short time interval, the pulsesachievehigh peak
powers(approximatdy I MW). rn the research fieldof ultrafast phenomena, applicationsof theselasers havetraditionallybeen twofold:use of the largepeak powerfor nonlinear
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FIGURE 1. Neglecting dispersion, the optical waves resonant
In the cavity satisfy the requirements for a standing wave with
frequenciesthat are integer numbers of the lowest order frequency mode,
cI(2L). where c Is the speed of light and
L Is the lasercaVIty length. In a real laser,the .dlffer&nce be-
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tween group-and phase-veloclty dispersion causes an over-

all shift of these modes away from the vacuum resonance
value, such that each mode is expressed as nIl '" n f~p + '0'
where n Is the mode number (n Is typically approximately 105).
Because of the dependenceof the frequency of the waves
on cavity length and dispersion, both of thege parameters
are used to stabilize the frequency comb. (In this simplified
depiction the fields are not representative of optical waves,
which would oscillateat much higher frequencies)

optics and time-domain appllcarionsthat take advantageof
the femtosecond resolution.
At the end of the 1990s. a lesser-known (perhaps overlooked)application of pulsed lasers came to the forefront-the use of the discretecomb-like character of the
modelockedlaser spectrum forhigh-precisionoptical frequency metrology. 2 By comblnlng the techniques of single-frequencylaser stabilization and the toolsof ultrafast science.scientistsare now ableto simultaneouslystabilize the
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date for use in broadband lasers,
given its large optical gain bandwidth (700 to IOOOnm). AccessE -20
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ing the ernire bandwidth, how::: ·3 0
ever, is not trivial because the
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dispersion of the materials in the
1400
laser (laser crystal, conventional
mirrors, air) causes different optical frequencies to travel at different speeds. The net effect of
dispersion is that fewer modes
participate in the modelocking
process and subsequently decrease the laser pulse bandwidth
and peak intensity. Minimizing
the effects ofdispersion is imFlGURE 2. The octave-spanning laser is based on four- perative because high intracavity
mirror ring-cavity geometry. A 1 mm plate otfused sili- pulse intensities are necessary for
ca is placed in the cavity for fine-tuning Ofthe intracav- maintaining the strength of the
lty dispersion. The laser output spectrum along with
Kerr-nonlinearity, which is the
the spectrum from a more typicalfemtosecond n:
mechanism responsible for modsapphire laser are shown for comparison. Both spectra are displayed on a log scale because even very low elocking and is ultimately used to
maximize the laser bandwidth.
Hghtlevels (-40 or -50 dB below the peak that correTwo methods are commonsponds to less than 1 nW per mode) are useful for aply used to minimize intracavity
phcatlonsln optical-frequency metrology.
dispersion. The first is to place a
frequencies of the optical modes emitted
pair ofprisms inside the laser cavity usby the Ti:sapphire laser. As a result, the
ing a geometry that causes red light to
phase-stabilized modelocked laser.which
travel a longer optical distance than blue
can coherently connect optical and micro- light, thus compensating for the positive
wave frequencies, also became capable
dispersion of the laser crystal. As an alternative to prisms, "chirped" dielectric mirof providing a table-top absolute optical
rors can be used. These mirrors consist of
frequency reference, replacing the much
a stack of dielectric layers with varying
larger and more complex existing tech(chirped) quarter-wave thickness, which
nology ofharmonic frequency chains.
These developments have also had sigallow longer wavelengths to be reflected
from deeper within the dielectric coatnificant consequences for the ultrafastphenomena community. The ability to
ing than shorter wavelengths. The first
stabilize all frequencies emitted from the
octave-spanning lasers that were demlaser simultaneously yields control of the
onstrated used a combination ofchirped
mirrors and intracavity prisrns.:': 4 More
electric field, and hence the phase evolurecently developed octave-spanning lasers
tion of the laser light pulses as measu red
relative to the intensity envelope. The
use only chirped mirrors (see Fig. 2).5 Bephase stabilization ofmodelocked lasers
Cause the dispersion management comes
has resulted in several exciting new devel- from the laser mirrors alone, the laser
cavity can be made quite small.(less than
opments in the observation of phase-sen30cm roundtrip cavity length), resulting
sitive nonlinear processes.
With the new appl icat ions of these
in pulse repetition frequencies of more
than 1 GHz.
emerging fields came a new wave ofdevelopment ofTi.sapphi re lasers culminatWhen producing a broadband laser,
ing in the development ofhighly stable
the choice of reflection bandwidth for the
and extremely broadband light sources.
cavity mirrors is also important for harSuch lasers are sometimes referred to
nessing as much optical bandwidth as
asUoctave spanning" because the usable
can be produced bythe laser. Our laser
mirrors are high reflectors.covering a
spectrum contains frequencies that span
an octave in optical bandwidth.
bandwidth slightly greater than that of
the Ti .sapphire gain profile. We also use
Kerr·lens modelocklng
a low-transmission-output coupler (1%
The Tl.sapphire crystal is an ideal candifrom 700 to 900 nm),to maintain high
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of the laserspectrum. finaloffset frequency,IO' which deofoplJClll
fines the absolute comb poly, to enhance the effectof the
sition and is determined by
Kerr nonlinearlty,one of the
dispersion in the laser cavity.2
fold mirrors in the laserhas a
slightly convex- radius ofcurvaStabilizing these two paramture. which helpsto enhance the
eters allows production of a
laser that emits more thanlOS
nonlinearity in the cavity. When
pumped with 8.5W at 532nm
optical frequencies, vn' each of
from a solid-statepump source, Offset frequency
which is determined absolutely
Measured by comparing Ire2\' n = 2nf",p -i- 210 4 ) Slable mlcrowaves
our Ti:sapphirelaserproduces
by the equation, v"= "/rtp. +I(/'
hep
can
provide
a
stable
quency dOUbled IIghl from the
- " 2n =2nl rop + 10
900mWofmodelocked laser
where n is the mode number
low frequencyend 10me comb
u-wavo sou rce, or can be
0 fundamental IIghl on the high
10
used lor comparing optlCBl
light. By managing dispersionin 1frequency
(about 105 ) that multiplieslrtp
end of Ihe comb
vs. u-wave 5!andards
the lasercavity and optimizing
up from microwave into opthe intracavitypulse intensity.
tical frequencies. Conversely,
FIGURE 3. The "optical ruler- created using a stabilized Ti:sap·
the nonlinear effects in the laser phire laser-enables a broad range of applications.
the mode spacing can be seen
crystalcan be made so strong
as the key that provides the
that the bandwidth is in excess of the gain complicated, actually consists of 11 vast
approximately 105 division from optical
bandwidth ofrhe lasercrystal (see Fig.2). array of evenlyspaced optical frequency down to microwavefrequencies for the
modes, and that the resulting frequendirect counting of optical cycles.
Stable Iiaht
cy comb can be rigorously defined by
The simpleststabilizationschemesfor
An entirely new nmge of applications is
only two microwavefrequencies. The
the laser offset frequency requirean optienabled by recognizing that the resultfirst frequency is the laser repetition
cal octave ofba ndwidth that is commonly
ing optical spectrum, while seemingly
obtained by coherentlyextending the
mte,I"" which defines the comb mode
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Ti:sapphirelaserbandwidth usingspecial
nonlinear fibers,6 Someof the difficulties
associatedwith these tibersare circumvented by octave-spanninglasers.which
directly provide the necessaryspectral
bandwidth to easUy measurefa (see Fig.
3). Withfo stabilized using standard
phase-locked looptecbniques.J~ can
then be precise!}' controlled by stabilizing
one tooth of the comb to an optical frequency reference. A very narrow atomic
transition with a naturalllnewldth ofapproximately I Hz can providean excellent optical reference in terms of accuracy
and stability.Good engineeringof the
t'eedbaddoop for the Ti:sapphirelaser
permits the transfer oftbe accuracyand
stabilityof suchan atomicstandard to every line of the opticalcomb.
The Ti:sapphire laser stabilizedin this
manner provides a high-resolution optical ruler that can be used to generate
extremely low-phase-noisemicrowave
signals. for performing high-precision
spectrosccpy and for the comparison of different optical and microwave
clock transitions (see Fig.)).Indeed.
the impact of this technique for precision physical measu rernentsaod spectroscopy was recognized in the 2005
Nobel Prize (or physics.2 Atomic dock
comparisons. which provide relative
frequency measurements with frac-

tional levels below 1O-IS havegarnered
increasedattention. With the increasing measurement sensitivity.laboraterybased comparlsons of atomic clock
transitions are now providing tests of
fundamental postulates of physics.including searches for possible temporal
variations offundamental constants? (J
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